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INTRODUCTION

While the .sight of an open-wire toll line is a rarity in many parts of

the East, considerable use is made of open-wire facilities in other sections

of the country to provide toll and exchange service. At the present

time there are about 170,000-route-miles of open-wire in the Bell System

which carry some 1 ,400,000 pair-miles of wire used for toll serWce. It is

estimated that about 00 per cent of this pair-mileage is used for carrier,

although only about 10 per cent carries the full fifteen carrier channels,

which is possible by employing type-C and type-J carrier systems. It

is obvious that some of the remaining line pairs are available for addi-

tional carrier growth, provided, of course, the demand for additional

circuits exists, and there are carrier systems which can meet these de-

mands economically. Type O is a multi-channel, open-wire carrier sys-

tem which has been designed to provide, economically, additional circuits

in the range from a minimum of about 15 up to a maximum of 150 miles,

or more. The type-0 system is the open-wire counterpart of the type N
short-haul cable system.

Present open-wire toll lines vary from a .single-arm line, with one or

two pairs of wires, up to lines with five or sbc arms carrying thirty pairs.

These lines may carry long-haul toll circuits up to about 1000 miles in

length, short-haul toll circuits up to 150 miles, as well as tributary trunks

and exchange circuits. Growi,h in the past of toll and tributary circuits

on these lines has been provided by the addition of single-channel D or

H systems, three-chainiel C systems, twelve-channel J systems or by

other similar carrier systems.

The full development of a line for open-wire carrier has, in the pa.st,

required expensive line learrangements. For instance, most lines reach

terminal and repeater offices over entrance cables which may be several

miles in length. Impedance matching at the junction of the open-wire

and cable is retiuired, and is provided by loading the cable at both voice

and carrier frequencies, by employing junction line filters using non-
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loaded carrier pairs, or by the use of autotransformers. In addition,

transposition schemes are needed to reduce the crosstalk coupUng be-

tween open-wire pairs to tolcral^lc amounts, and longitudinal and metallic

filtering is uccessary at repeater points to control interaction crosstalk.

The C and J carriers have been designed essentially for long-haul use,

and when the line transposition (^osts are added, these systems are likely

to be more expensive than adding wire for pro\idiiig relief for the shorter

circuits, which are re(|uired in increasing number as the length decreases.

In contrast to ihc heavy back-bone toll lead cariying both long and

short haul circuits is the one or two arm line which may be a secondary

route, or a line which terminates in a small tow^l. The demands along

this line are for short-hani toll service, trunks between tributary offices

and their toll centers, and for exchange service. Because growth has

been relatively slow, carrier has been employed only to a limited extent.

Single-channel D or H systems may be found on these lines, or an adapta-

tion of the M system for toll service, and possibly other miscellaneous

systems. Only minor rearrangements of the line and entrance cables

has been necessary because of the small percentage of circuits ecjuipped

with carrier facilities.

A typical need for expansion on this type of line occurs when a manual

tributary office is cut o\er to dial operation, and the operators are moved

to the toll center. Additional circuits are immediately needed from the

toll center to the tributary office because of certain factors introduced

when the operators are moved some miles away. Experience has shown

the desirability of lieing able to reach an operator a fairly large percent-

age of the time because of special services, such as directory information,

reports on the availability of toll circuits, service complaints, etc. This

rc(|uires a substantial increase in the number of circnits to the tributary

office in such instances. Development of this Ime, then, proceeds by

adding single-channel carrier systems, until a point is reached where it

is necessary to string more copper wire, which is costly and may be in

short supply, or to add multi-channel carrier systems.

The situation in Iowa is typif^al of many areas in the Southern and

Western parts of the country. Fig. 1 shows the principal open-wire and

cable routes in Iowa used by the Bell System for toll business. The

type-K transcontinental cable crosses the state, passing through Daven-

port and Des Moines on its way to Omaha. Small branch cables serve

Muscatine, Cedar Uapids and .\tlantic, where the circuits are extended

by open-wire facilities, fn general, the transcontinental TD-2 radio relay

sy.stem follows the K carrier route. A coaxial cable route extends north

from Des Moines to Minneapolis, connecting at Iowa Falls \vith short
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K cables to Fort Dodge and Waterloo. Eventually a second cable route

will extend across the state through Waterloo and Fort Dodge, as shown

by the dashed lines. A second coaxial route cuts across the southwestern

corner on its way to Kansas City and a third coaxial route connects

Sioux City with Omaha. The rest of the state is served by open-wire

lines.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution with length of the Bell System open-wire

short-haul toll and tributary circuits in Iowa in 1950, including both

voice-frequency and carrier facilities. It will be noted that 95 per cent

of the circuits are less than 100 miles in length, while 90 per cent are

less than 70 miles, the point where type C systems just become economi-

cal. For tributary circuits 98 per cent are less than 30 miles in length.

There are a total of some 2700 toll and tributary circuits in Iowa. In

addition, there is also a sizable connecting company development. Fig.

3 is a distribution of the numlier of circuits per group, where a group is

composed of the circuits used for via or terminating Imsiness between

two towns. There are about four circuits per group for short-haul toll

and two circuits per group for tiibutary service in the median case. As

the dial conversion program proceeds the average number of circuits per

tributary group is expected to increase.

Because of the short distances involved, and the small number of

circuits per group, carrier de\elopment in Iowa has been restricted, to a

large extent, to single-channel systems, and type M. Only four or five M
channels can be operated on a given open-wire line, and while these

systems have some transmission disadvantages, they have been employed

to a large extent. However, further M development is blocked because of

the expense of isolating M systems from adjacent lines. There are a few

C systems on such routes as Sioux City-Spencer-Mason City, Waterloo-

Dubuque, Muscatine-Keokuk, and Atlantic-Spencer.

The type-O system, therefore, is being made available to provide

short-haul toll and tributary circuits on open-wire lines in the I'ange

from 15 to 150 miles. When completely developed it will provide four

four-channel systems in the frc<inency range from 2 to 156 kc, as shown

on Fig. 4. The use for sepai'ate channels of both sidebands of a single

currier, (tailed a "twin-channel," results in economical use of the fre-

quency space. The four (channel systems are designated OA, OB, OC, and

OD respectively, and cover sul)stantially the same frequency ruTige as

the C and J systems.

Considerable attention has been gi\en to keeping the line I'earrange-

ments as simple as possible. The use of non-loaded entrance cable is

proposed, and simple arrangements are available for adding O groups
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above existing carrier systems, such as C, which has a top frequency of

30 kc. With the aid of the compandor, it is possible to fipply the OB
system to practically any open-wire pair transposed for C carrier opera-

tion, thus nearly doubling the number of circuits without additional line

rearrangements. Transposition arrangements which are expected to be

less expensive to apply are being made available where the higher-

frequency type-0 groups are involved. Line losses of the order of 35 to

40 db can be spanned under normal wet weather conditions, and 50 db
loss under sleet conditions with some transmission impairment, since

sleet is relatively infrequent in occurrence. This will re.sult in repeater

spacings of the order of 50 miles in sleet areas for the OB group, and 100

miles in other areas. For the higher frequency groups (OC and OD) these

spacings will be approximately halved.

CHOICE OF DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

The type-0 carrier system followed the type-N system closely in

time, and, in effect, covers the same range of circuit lengths for open

wire lines that N provides for cables. It was both natural and expedient

that many of the N features were carried over directly into the O design.

It was necessary, however, to make important distinctions as well. These

similarities and differences will be discussed in some detail.

The transmitting and receiving voice frequency subassemblies are

reused with substantially no modification. This provides the O system

with the same compandor and the same 3700 cycle signaling system as

used in N.

An important difference between the two systems is concerned with

the use of single sideband in the rather than double sideband as in

the N. This choice is an economic one. The double sideband system is

relatively easier to design and less expensive than the single sideband

arrangement. The use of double sideband in cables is practicable in

many cables because of the relative abundance of conductors as com-

pared with open wire pairs. In some cases the use of single sideband in

cables may be attractive as compared with the cost of new outside plant

for certain length ranges.

Another distinction between the two systems is the provision of cir-

cuits in smaller groups in O. In N the basic group is 12, although systems

may in some instances be partially equipped. In O, the desire to furnish

smaller circuits groups resulted in the choice of a basic four-channel

group. The full complement per pair for 0, including a channel replacing

the voice circuit, is sixteen channels.

The regulation problem is more severe in the O design. It is necessary
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to provide sufficient regulator range to accommodate line variations due

to wet or icy lines. The repeater and receiving group regulator range

common to four channels is in the order of 40 to 50 db, or approximately

four times the regulating range of an N repeater. The range of the

twin-channel regulator is comparalile to the N individual channel regu-

lator, but the O regulator is shared by two channels forming adjacent

sidebands of the same carrier.

The use of a single sideband iniposes more severe reciuirements on

channel band filters. The use o1 a material called ferrite, in combination

with a crystal, affords an efficient -chaimel band filter in a small space

when compared to previous single sideband channel filters employing

air-core coils. Ferrite coils are employed in a coil-condenser type of filter

to provide separation for the various four-channel groups. While the N
system employs only receiving channel band filters, has filters in

both the transmitting and receiving tenninals.

The system employs the double modulation principle for all groups.

This arrangement pennits the use of only four channel band filter de-

signs for all of the 32 channel frequency allocations. The frequency range

for these basic channel bands has been selected to provide the most

economical overall filter design.

The use of die-castings has been extended in a number of ways. No-

table among these is a die-cast framework, used in both the terminal

and the repeater. The plug-in technicjue has been expanded to provide

plug-in filters for channel and group band filters.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SY^STEM

The system will be described first by block schematics, second, by

transmission characteristics, and finally by photographs. This descrip-

tion will show representative features rather than describe the system

completely.

While the description will cover the complete O plan, it should be

pointed out that the OB system is the first to be made available. It wiU

be followed by the other O systems.

In the schematic description, where a unit is common to all systems

the designation is "Type O." Where the arrangement is different for

the several systems, a particular designation is used, such as "Type

OB," etc.

Schematics - '

'

The O modulation plan is shown on Fig. 5. The single-sideband chan-

nel filters for all groups are in the frequency range from 180 to 196 kc.
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By the use of different group carrier frequencies the se\'eral four-channel

groups are placed in their various locations. As indicated by Figs. 4 and

5, high and low group assignments are used for the two directions of

each four-channel system. A repeater is provided for each four-channel

system and, except in the case of OA, the high and low frequency groups

are "frogged" at each repeater, as in the N system.

Figure () shows a block diagram of a complete O system. On this figure,

and in general on other figures sho\Wng filters, a letter code is assigned

to designate the kind of filter, v^ith a subscript letter to indicate the

particular system in which the filter is used. The several filter designa-

tions and number codes are collected for i-eference in Table I. Much of

the apparent complexity of the system, particularly as regards filters,

arises out of the use of a single pair for both directions of transmission.

Another complexity is occasioned by the requirement that a complete

complement of O systems will not always be provided. For example,

OB, OC, and CD systems may be used above an existing C system, or

similar systems.

200

160

S 140

w 120

o

3 60 -

20 -

^-TERMINAL

Fi(5. 5—-Type-O modulation plan.
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Line filters (G) are provided to separate the OB, OC, and OD Systems

from the OA frequency ranges. Because of the lower attenuation and

slope in the OA frequency range, and the better line coupling factors,

the repeaters do not "frog" the high and low groups.

The OB Carrier Terminal

A block diagram of a typical carrier terminal is shown on Fig. 7,

in this case the OB terminal. The terminal is comprised of four channel

units, two twin-channel units, group transmitting and receiving units,

and a group oscillator. An oscillator in each of the twin chainiel units

supplies carrier to the transmitting channel modulators. The same oscil-

lator supplies tran.smitted carrier for two associated sidebands. The

original carrier is balanced out in the transmitting modulator. This

method results in a more accurate control of the transmitted carrier,

level. The group oscillators supply the necessary frequencies to the

Table I

Location and Function

Tbbminal. only
Transmitting low pass , .

Receiving low paaa

Carrier pickoff (184kc).

Carrier pickoPf (192kc).

Signal pickoff

Channel band pass ....

Channel band pass ....

Group transmitting. , . .

Group receiving

Group receiving

Termin.al .\nd repeater
Directional

Line

Repeater only
Auxiliary

Filter Symbol
Filter Codes for E&ch System

Common

168F

1690

532A

532B

169A
529A

529B

540A^

219St

537At

538A

OA

530J

531

F

530H

530K
530L

OB

531

B

531

C

530A

531

A

OC

530C
530D

530B

531D

OD

530F

530G

530E

531

E

* Except OA system, t Cut-apart region between 36 and 40 kc. J Cut-apart

region between 30 and 40 kc. 538.\ is ii 537A filter with housing uiul protectors

for pole mounting.
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ti'Ein.smitting and receiving group units to translate the sidebands be-

tween the frequency range of the channel band filters and the correct line

frequency allocation. The group receiving imit contains the directional

filter for scpaiating the four-channel transmitting and receiving gioups

at line frequencies. Multiple points are indicated for the connection of

other O carrier systems on the same pair.

Channel Unit

A block diagram of the channel unit is shown on Fig. 8. As indicated

by the dashed line, the channel unit is comprised of four parts which

are interconnected by plugs and jacks. These are:

/. The Compressor Suh-Asscmhiy. This unit contains the compressor

and a terminating arrangement to permit the system to be used for

four-wire termination, or for two-wire termination at non-gain locations,

i.e., those without switching pad control.

2. The I'Jxpandor Sub-Assembly. This unit contains the expandor as

well as the signal transmitting and receiving equipment.

;i. The Carrier Frequency Sub-Assembly. This miit contains the trans-

mitting and receiving modulators, and is arranged to receive the plug-in

transmitting and receiving channel band filters.

//. The TransmiUing and Receiving Band Filters. These arc combined

in a single plug-in unit.

Items 1 and 2 are practially identical to the corresponding sub-assem-

blies for N carrier. Each channel receives its carrier supply for the trans-

mitting side from an oscillator in the twin channel unit. On the receiving

side the carrier is obtained by selecting and amplifying the transmitted

carrier.

The fre(iuencies indicated on Fig. 8 are the same for all O systems, and

apply to two of the four chamiels in the group. Figs. 4 and 5 show go and

return channels in high and ktw frequency assignments in the same O
system. ITowe\'cr, as shown on Fig. 9 <'0vering the OB system, the fre-

quency assignments applying to the channel band filters are above any

of the () line frequencies and are in the frequency range from 180 to 19G

kc for both tran.smitting and receiving channel band filters.

Transmitting and receiving channel band filters are paired in a single

plug-in unit. In order to reduce the number of kinds of paired channel

band filters (transmitting and receiving in the same plug-in unit) the

pairing has been done in a special way. If, for example, transmitting

assignment 180-184 were paired with recei\-ing assignment 180-184,

etc., four dilTerent kinds of paired filters would result. Instead, assign-

ment 180-184 is paired with assignment 192-196, and by makhig the
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plug-in filter reversible in its socket, this grouping can be made to serve

two channels as follows:

'180-184 Transmitting! . f 192-196 Transmitting!

192-196 Receiving / \l80-184 Receiving
J

A similar paired filter serves

'184-188 Transmitting! . /188-192 Transmitting!

188-192 Receiving
J

^''^
\l84-188 Receiving

Thus only two basic kinds of paired channel band filters are required,

rather than four kinds. In these filters, as well as the reversible group

filters, the filter designations are so arranged that when the filter is in

place the proper filter designation is in view.

Twin Channel Unit

The twin channel unit is shown in somewhat more detail in Fig. 10.

There are two kinds of twin channel units to serve the four channel assign-

ments, and the freciuencies shown on Fig. 10 correspond to those shown

on Fig. 8. (and Fig. 9). A transmitting carrier adjustment permits the

transmitted carrier level to be set properly in relation to the sideband

levels. In order that the group regulators may function primarily on

the carrier, and thus be substantially independent of voice or signaUng

sidebands, the carrier is transmitted approximately 6 db above the side-

band level.

On the receiving side of the twin channel unit a regulating amplifier

controls the received level of both sidebands. It does this from the carrier

LINE FREQUENCIES IN KILOCYCLES
FOR EACH CHANNEL

LOW
GROUP

44 52
40

L

48 56

-J*

4 CHANNEL TERMINAL GROUP
FREQUENCIES IN KILOCYCLES

FOR EACH CHANNEL

184 192

188 tge

236
GROUP
CARRIER

64

HIGH
GROUP 12 3 4

256
GROUP
CARRIER

4 3 2 t

184 192

Fig. 9—Type-OB system frequencies.
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picked off Ijy a narrow band crystal filter. This same carrier is supplied

to the receiving side of the channel units for demodulating the associated

sidebands.

Group Transmitting Unit

The OB group transmitting unit is shown on Figure 11. It receives the

four sidebands and two transmitted carriers and places them in the

proper high or low line frequency assigimient. The transmitting group

unit, depending on the optional connection to the group oscillator (Fig.

11), can be either a high group transmitting unit or a low group trans-

mitting unit.

For convenience the noise generator is contained in the group trans-

mitting unit. On very quiet circuits this noise source provides a means of

masking crosstalk. In ordinary usage the noise thus provided is not

noticeable on the circuit, but is sufficient to reduce the chance of hearing

intelligible crosstalk to a small value.

Group Receiving Unit

The OB group receiving unit is shown on Fig. 12. It is comprised of

an amplifier and a regulator-modulator arrangement equipped with plug-

in filters. The same basic arrangement is used for all receiving group

units, as well as for all repeaters. Only the plug-in filters, and the fre-

quencies from the associated oscillators are different. The directional

CARRIER SUPPLV
TO TRANSMITTING
MODULATORS

TO RECEIVING
BAND FILTERS

CARRIER SUPPLY
TO RECEIVING
MODULATORS

OSCILLATOR
184 KC

(OR 192 KC)

wv

—

-vv\

—

PICKOFF
FILTER
192 KC

(or 184 KC)

CONTROL
AMPLIFIER

TRANSMITTED
CARRIER

ADJUSTMENT

REGULATING
AMPLIFIER

<1

RECTIFIER

TRANSMITTED
CARRIER

TO OTHER TWIN-
CHANNEL UNIT

^AM

180-196 KC

Fig. 10—Type-0 twin channel unit.
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filter is reversible as well as pUig-iii and thus serves either high or low

groups. The receiving group band filter and its associated auxiliary filter

have the same physical arrangement as in the repeater but they are

never reversed.

A dc feedback type regulator controls the gain of the regulating ampH-

fier, and operates principally on the two received carriers, although the

sidebands are fed back also.

Group Oscillator

The group oscillator contains two oscillators for supplying the group

transmitthig and group receiving units. These oscillators arc interchange-

able (by strapping) and permit the group units to operate in either the

high or low groups. For conveneince the 3700 cycle signaling oscillator,

common to all four channels, is contained in the group oscillator.

Repeater

As indicated on Figs. 5 and (i, a repeater is provided for each four-

channel system. An amplifier, regulator and modulator arrangement

serves each direction. The directional bands are routed through the

repeater by directional and auxiliary band pass filters as indicated on

Figs. 13 and 14. At each repeater (except OA) the high- and low-fre-

quency groups are "frogged" to improve transmission, particularly as

COMB MULT

FROM
CHANNEL
UNITS

FROM
TWIN-

CHANNEL
UNITS

-—VAr

VvV

W^
VW

—Wy-

MODULATOR — TRANS GROUP
LPF
E

NOISE
GENERATOR

i
TO GROUP
REC UNIT

0c^^
700

CYCLES

TO GROUP
REC UNIT + 1

C

THROUGH DIR
FILTER IN GROUP

REC UNIT
40-56KC

(OR 60-76 KG)

KEYING
IRCU1T5

Fig. 11—Typc-OH group transmitting unit and group oscillator unit.
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regards automatic equalization of attenuation slope with frequency, and

to obviate the necessity for additional line treatment.

Some repeaters receive low group frequencies and transmit high group

frequencies for both directions. Other repeaters receive high group fre-

quencies and transmit low group frettuencies. In X two kinds of repeaters

were required. In O the reversal of the filters in their sockets provides

both kinds of repeaters, and presents the proper designation to view.

A regulator is provided in each direction of the same kind as in the

group receiving unit.

It should be noted at this point that the filters internal to the repeater

(as opposed to directional filters) differ from the filters used in the re-

ceiving group units. This is because the repeater always accommodates

line frequencies on both sides of the ampUfier, while the receiving group

unit accommodates line freciuencies on one side (which correspond to

the repeater hne frequencies) but always must supply channel band

filter frequencies at the group amplifier output.

Fig. 14 shows in somewhat greater detail than Fig. 13 the filter arrange-

ment for an OB repeater.

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

The overall channel band width is illustrated in Fig. 15. The approxi-

mate frequency cutoffs are similar to N but for various reasons the

several channels may show somewhat greater differences. The O sys-

tem, being a single sideband system, has a filter cutoff at low (voice)

frequencies, which the N does not have. Differences may exist between

1/ \\f
Ah^-Bf

-k<4 BAND
PASS ^-X-^^HH^-O

HI}

BAND
PA55

4

TO LINE
FILTER

BAND
PASS

\r
40 56

TO OA CARRIER SYSTEM OR TO
C CARRIER AND VOICE SYSTEMS

Fig. 14—Type-OB repeater filter arrangement.
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Fig. 15—Net loss frequency charactieriBtic.

upper and lower sideband filters. In addition, has transmitting band

filters while N does not.

A situation is of interest which applies to both N and O, as well as

to any othei" system employing the type of compandor controlled from

the voice energy. Different frequency characteristics will be obtained

with the compandor operating and with the compandor controls locked.

Neither of these necessarily corresponds to the operating condition with

speech or music. With the compandor controls free and using single

frequency test tone, the characteristic obtained is a combination of the

frequency characteristics of the line and (control circuits. With the con-

trols locked, the characteristic is that of the line only. If the control

circuit is substantially flat, there will be little distinction between the

measurements. The curve of Fig. 15 is of the type obtained with free

controls and with a substantially flat control circuit.

A typical overall channel load characteristic is shown on Fig. 16. This

characteristic includes not only the load curve of various amphfiers,

modulators, etc., but shows also the order of match of the compressor

and expandor load characteristics. This is a match of curves having

2:1 slopes on a db basis over a wide range of volumes.

A typical overall net loss variation for a non-repeatered circuit is

shown on Fig. 17. PrincipaUy because of the hne regidator in the group

receiving units (Fig. 18) a wide range of line loss is covered. A similar

regulator is included in each repeater, and the extension of a system
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with repeaters will not result in a substantial change of the net loss

variation, assuming the repeater section losses do not exceed the range

of the regulators.

The line regulator is assisted by the twin channel regulator, for which

a characteristic is shown on Fig. 19. This regulator is similar to the

individual channel regulator of N, and serves two channels having a

common carrier. This fact alone does not materially change the effective-

ness of regulation since the carrier is adjacent to the sideband which
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-
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15 20 25 50 55 6030 35 40 45

LINE LOSS IN DECIBELS

Fig. 17—Typical over-all channel net loss variation, nonrepeatered.
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Fig. 18—Typical group receiving siiid repeater regulator characteristic.

it controls in any case. There are other important differences, however,

between N and O channel regulators. In N the channel regulator follows

the channel band filter and thus tends to compensate for its flat trans-

mission variations. Also the X regulator is controlled from the demodu-

lator dc output and thus compensates in some degree for demodulator

variations. In 0, the twin-channel control is ahead of both the channel

bund filter and the channel demodulator, and therefore does not make

up their variation.s.

A statement might be inteipolated at this point to emphasize that

the relative advantages of .single-sideband and double-sideband trans-

mission arc hy no means easily listed and evaluated, since the differences

are many and devious, some neces.sarily and some fortuitously. An ex-

ample worthy of note is that in X it is necessary to be concerned about

relative phase .shift of the sidebands and in the instances of longer cir-

-9 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

CHANGE IN CARRIER INPUT IN DECIBELS

Fig. 19—Typical twin-channel regulator characteristic.
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cuits, perhaps to equalize this phase shift in order to prevent serious

reduction of signal output, or variation hi channel net loss with fre-

quency. No such concern apphes to O.

In regard to filter characteristics, it seems obvious that complete

coverage is not feasible in this description. Instead typical curves only

will be shown.

Fig. 20 shows the general characteristics of filters for separating the

wanted sideband from the carrier and unwanted sideband. The trans-

mitting and receiving filters have similar shapes. The carrier pick-oif

filter characteristic is shown in the same figure. Fig. 21 shows the filter

characteristics for separating the voice and signaling (3700 cycle) func-

tions.

Another filter case of interest is the line filter for separating, for ex-

ample, the OA system from the OB system, and from the OC and OD
systems, as well, if they are employed. Fig. 22 shows the configuration

and loss characteristics of the Gl (537A or 538A) filter. A Cb directional

filter (530A) characteristic is shown on Figui-e 23. This filter assembly

includes two filters to accommodate the OB high and low group assign-

CHANNELS
TRANS
BAND-
PASS

FILTERS

WANTED SPEECH

r
UNWANTED

CROSS -TALK

REC

pass' channels
FILTERS

4 3
FREQUENCY

UNWANTED BAND

1 2 32 10 12 3 4

IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND (FROM CARRIER)

Fig. 20—Typical channel band and carrier pick-off filter characteristic.
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Fig. 21—Typical receiving low puss :uid signaling filter characteristica.

ments. Similar fhameteristics apply to the Ab + Bb auxiliary filter

(53 lA). The A and B characteristics arc used in the group receiving

filters Ab + Db ,
(o31B) and Bb + Db

,
{531C). The D filter is a band-

pass filter with reluti\-ely giadual cutoff to pass the 180-196 band for

the channel filtcis, and has peaks at the group carrier freciueiicies of

236 kc and 256 kc. These filter characteristics are not shown.

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS

A four-channel carrier teraiiual is shown on Fig. 24. This terminal

includes four channel units shown in detail on Figs. 25, 26, 27 and 28.

In Fig. 28 the unit is separated into the three sub-assemblies, of which

as noted above, the two voice fretiueiicy sub-assemblies are sul>stantially

the same as for N cari'ier. The carrier s\ib-assembly with its plug-in

channel band filters is shown on Fig. 29.

The interior arrangement of the plug-in unit contahiing the trans-

mitting and receiving band filters is sho\\ni on Fig. 30. This assembly

contains an adjustable lerrlte inductance, a miniaturized transformer.
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and a crystal with the necessary fixed and adjustable capacitors. The

small size is made possible partly by the high (} fenite coil, and partly

by the circuit coufigm-ation employing it. As compared with filters em-

ploying air-core (roils and having comparable ( utofTs, the reduction in

size of these filters is very striking.

The group receiving unit is shown with its plug-in filters on Fig. 31.

The filters are held in place by stud screws and Tuits. The arrangement

shown on Fig. 31 is also used with different filters for the repeater ampli-
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Fig. 22—Typical line filter characteristics (Gl, 537A or 538A).
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fiers. The filter construction is shown on Fig. 32. This filter employs

ferrite coils and condensers, ha\'ing no crystals because of percentage

band width considerations. These filters employ a form of printed wiring

for intercoiuicetion of components.

The termiiuil framework is shown on Fig. 33. This framework em-

ploys aluminum die-castings in contrast to the frabricated framework of

N. This method permits tlie inclusion of a slide arrangement which

guides the units into place, and insures proper registration of the plugs

anfl jacks. Some units are abo\e the framework; others are suspended

from it. The same die-casting, inverted, serves both upper and lower

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 4C

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 2:J—Tv|jic;il directional filLer characteristics (Ch , 538A),
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Fig. 24—Four-channel O terminal.

plug-ill units. Since there is no interference between plug-in units in

inserting and rcmo\'ing them, can covers ha\'e been eliminated. This

fact, and the somewhat wider distribution of units having a high con-

centration of vacuum tubes, result in a relatively low temperature rise

for as compared with N. Blower facihties are not provided in the

terminal.

Typical of the units suspended from the framework is the twin chan-
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Fig 29—Carnei suliassemhly iind chiinnel band filter.
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Fig. 30—Channel band filter -internal arrangement.
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nel unit, shown on Fig. 34. The same basic die-casting is employed, with

minor rearrangement of the die, for the two twin channel units, the

group transmitting unit, and the group oscillator. The part of the shde

arrangement associated with a plug-in unit is shown at the top of the

twin channel unit.

All plug-in units are held in by a common cover (Fig. 24) which en-

closes the handles of the units. For additional support a rapid action

fasterner holds the tops of the channel and receiving group units.

Repeaters may be either pole mounted or placed in a central office.

A group of two repeaters is shomr on Fig. 35. This assembly employs a

framework] shown on Fig. 36, which includes the same shde die-casting

as the terminal. A central unit (also plug-in) accommodates the two

Fig. 31—Group receiving or repeater unit.
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Fig. 32—Typical directional or auxiliary band filter—internal view.

ii* * «' \

Fig. 33—Terminal framework,
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Fig. 34—Twin-channel unit.

plug-in group oscillators, wlii(ili are also showii in the photograph, to-

gether with fuses, alarm lamps, etc.

Pole mounted repeaters are housed in a cabinet, similar to that used

for N. Such a cabinet, equipped "ivith four repeaters is shown on Fig. 37.

Since a maximum of fom- repeaters would have to be supplied by one

pair of wires, it is not feasible to transmit power for the repeaters over

line pairs. Instead the cabinet contains rectifiers and a hne voltage

regulator for obtaining 130 volts dc from commercial ac supply. For

reserve power supply, a cabinet is available containing a 24-volt storage

battery and a dynamotor to supply 130 volts dc to two repeaters (or

two dynamotors to supply four repeaters) in case of power failure.

ALARMS

At terminals a common alarm, ojierating from carrier failure, performs

the functions of: First, dropping all connected subscribers to prevent



Fig. 35—Two repeater assembly.

Fig. 36—Repealer fniinework with oscillators.
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Fig. 37—Typical arrangement of pole mounted repeaters.
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FiK. 38—Test stand.

their being held duiing the interval of failure; and second, to make all

circuits busy at both terminals, to prevent false seiziu-e by operators or

automatic switching equipment. Since many O systems may be em-

ployed in situations where one terminal is luiattended, facilities are

included whereby, after failure, the system can be tested from either

end, through the use of one of the signaling channels. If it is indicated

that the system is operable it can be placed in service again without the

necessity of a trip to the unattended terminal.

SPECIAL SIGNALING FEATURE

Arrangements are provided by which two O circuits can ha^-e their E
and M signaling control leads interconnected mthout the use of the

signaling converter, which is otherwise required. This feature is employed

when two circuits are connected together on a permanent or semi-per-

manent basis to form a single trunk.

TESTING

To facilitate testing at terminal points a test stand {Fig. 38) has been

provided which supports an 0, or X, channel unit during test and

adjustment. By a patch cord, the channel unit can be connected to its

original framework if de-sired. Built in pin jacks permit bridging meas-

urements to be made at selected points in the transmission circuit.


